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Each year, the NFA hosts the Newly Published Music Competition, for which publishers submit any
works they've recently published for flute. Included here are reviews of the winning pieces for 2013,
which reflect the findings of the panel as a whole.
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Totem
Gergely lttzes
· ©2012 Falls House Press

flutist and composer Gergely Ittzes takes double-stops on the flute to new levels, perH ungarian
forming them with unprecedented clarity of tone and accuracy of intonation. With Totem,
which the NFA commissioned for its 2012 Young Artist Competition in Las Vegas, he has found a new,
profound voice as a composer and written an effective and compelling, although challenging, work.
Totem has an improvisatory air, and there are no barlines. A melody, based on a series of 12 pitches each held to a specific octave, gradually unfolds. Melody becomes harmony as double-stops echo
melody. Ingenious effects abound, among them multiphonics in which one voice is trilled, a whistle tone, a tongue pizzicato passage, and key clicks based on special fingerings. All of these effects
'----- -- - - - -- demand concentrated practice, and flutists should consult the composer's Flouble, a software package with videos demonstrating his method. The score of Totem presents fingerings in notation developed by Istvan Matuz. Many
flutists prefer the graphic notation common in works of Robert Dick and others, and fortunately, an appendix translates the fingerings to this more familiar presentation. Totem is one of the most structurally coherent and effective recent pieces for solo flute.

For piccolo
Jean-Michel Damase

lean-Michel DAMAS£

©2012 Gerard Billaudot

!:or piccolo
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•••
ver his long career, French composer Jean-Michel Damase (b. 1928) has bequeathed a rich
repertoire to flutists. His Sonate en concert (1952) for flute, cello (ad lib.), and piano and 17
Variations (1952) for woodwind quintet are especially well known. Thanks to the assistance of piccoloist Jean-Louis Beaumadier, the NFA scored a maj01: coup by commissioning For piccolo, which 1 • ·w·..
was featured in the 2012 Piccolo Artist Competition in Las Vegas after Beaumadier had premiered it
beautifully at the 20ll convention in Charlotte. The seven-minute work is an excellent addition to the
limited but growing repertoire for piccolo and is exquisitely suited to the instrument. Damase knows
how the piccolo and piano should relate; the piano's left hand often stays in the treble clef, creating a
light, transparent texture. In a style similar to his earlier music, this work exemplifies Damase's lyric gift L::- "''< x ..::--'"-"
and rich harmonic palette. After a brief opening cadenza, the main theme proceeds at a leisurely pace. Only the last page presents technical challenges, when the piccolo plays up to 11 notes per beat. For piccolo promises to become a mainstay of recitals.
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Flute 102: Mastering the Basics
Patricia George and Phyllis Avidan Louke
©2012 Theodore Presser Company

MASTERING TIIIJ BASICS
A McUlOd and SolO C'o!!ecliOn
!or th~ h'llCitllt.' (li..IIC f-!ull ~l

his publication is a complete collection of lesson materials, eliminating the need for a separate
method, scale, and solo book. It begins with a daily warm-up routine, followed by a series of les~ i sons including a week's worth of material. Each lesson is organized so that each left page is "core
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technical and tone development exercises" and the corresponding right is "rhythm studies, etudes,
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duets, and solo repertoire." Although organization is consistent, there is enough variety to keep the
~
student interested and engaged. For example, the scale exercises for the week might be based on
' ·' thirds, arpeggios, or dominant sevenths; they might focus on a major key paired with the relative
··1 minor, parallel minor, or dominant key, or on whole tone or chromatic scales. Etudes and melodic
~·..,..~£~
studies include examples from the standard etude books and original exercises. Definitions, translations, practice suggestions, and performance suggestions are included, with additional suggestions on practicing and phrasing in
the back. The book is spiral bound, making it easy to lay flat on the stand; is durable enough to last through its 35 lessons; and
has a fingering chart conveniently placed on the inside of the cover. A piano accompaniment book is available separately.
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